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Dysregulated systemic metabolism in a Down
syndrome mouse model
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Marcus M. Seldin 3,4, Roger H. Reeves 1,10, G. William Wong 1,2,*
ABSTRACT

Objective: Trisomy 21 is one of the most complex genetic perturbations compatible with postnatal survival. Dosage imbalance arising from the
triplication of genes on human chromosome 21 (Hsa21) affects multiple organ systems. Much of Down syndrome (DS) research, however, has
focused on addressing how aneuploidy dysregulates CNS function leading to cognitive deficit. Although obesity, diabetes, and associated
sequelae such as fatty liver and dyslipidemia are well documented in the DS population, only limited studies have been conducted to determine
how gene dosage imbalance affects whole-body metabolism. Here, we conduct a comprehensive and systematic analysis of key metabolic
parameters across different physiological states in the Ts65Dn trisomic mouse model of DS.
Methods: Ts65Dn mice and euploid littermates were subjected to comprehensive metabolic phenotyping under basal (chow-fed) state and the
pathophysiological state of obesity induced by a high-fat diet (HFD). RNA sequencing of liver, skeletal muscle, and two major fat depots were
conducted to determine the impact of aneuploidy on tissue transcriptome. Pathway enrichments, gene-centrality, and key driver estimates were
performed to provide insights into tissue autonomous and non-autonomous mechanisms contributing to the dysregulation of systemic
metabolism.
Results: Under the basal state, chow-fed Ts65Dn mice of both sexes had elevated locomotor activity and energy expenditure, reduced fasting
serum cholesterol levels, and mild glucose intolerance. Sexually dimorphic deterioration in metabolic homeostasis became apparent when mice
were challenged with a high-fat diet. While obese Ts65Dn mice of both sexes exhibited dyslipidemia, male mice also showed impaired systemic
insulin sensitivity, reduced mitochondrial activity, and elevated fibrotic and inflammatory gene signatures in the liver and adipose tissue. Systems-
level analysis highlighted conserved pathways and potential endocrine drivers of adipose-liver crosstalk that contribute to dysregulated glucose
and lipid metabolism.
Conclusions: A combined alteration in the expression of trisomic and disomic genes in peripheral tissues contribute to metabolic dysregulations
in Ts65Dn mice. These data lay the groundwork for understanding the impact of aneuploidy on in vivo metabolism.

� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The presence of a supernumerary human chromosome 21 (Hsa21)
occurs in w1/700 live births resulting in Down syndrome (DS) and is
the leading cause of intellectual disability [1]. Aneuploidy, due to tri-
somy 21, is among the most complex genetic perturbations compatible
with postnatal survival [2]. Elevated expression of w500e600 tripli-
cated genes on Hsa21, combined with their cascading effects on
disomic gene expression in other parts of the genome, profoundly
influence cellular physiology, leading to functional deficits across
multi-organ systems [3e7]. While cognitive deficits, craniofacial
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dysmorphology, hypotonia, and the development of Alzheimer (AD)-like
pathology in mid-life are common core features of DS, additional ab-
normalities with variable degree of penetrance and expressivity include
congenital heart defects, hearing and vision loss, leukemia, reduced
bone mass, and gastrointestinal disease [2,8].
Given that intellectual disability is the most prominent feature of DS,
much of DS research has centered on understanding the impact of
trisomy 21 in the brain [9e15]. As individuals with DS live longer lives
[16], other health-related issues also become prominent, including
obesity, diabetes, and dyslipidemia [17e20]. While the higher inci-
dence of obesity, insulin resistance, and diabetes in adolescent and
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adult DS populations is extensively documented [21e25], the under-
lying cause of impaired metabolic homeostasis in DS remains largely
unknown and understudied.
At the cellular level, trisomy 21 has been shown to alter mitochondrial
respiration, and this is generally attributed to dosage imbalance arising
from Hsa21 genes (e.g., CBS, RCAN1, DSCAM, NRIP1) whose protein
products are thought to impair mitochondrial fusion/fission dynamics,
and OXPHOS complex expression and/or function [26e36]. While
these links remain compelling mechanistically, the studies have been
performed exclusively in cell culture. It is unclear whether a deficit in
mitochondrial activity seen in these cultured cells also holds true in
tissues and in metabolically active cell types such as hepatocytes,
myocytes, and adipocytes.
Information concerning the impact of trisomy 21 on whole-body
metabolism is also limited, with metabolic assessments largely
focused on adiposity, food intake, physical activity level, and energy
expenditure in adolescent or adult Individuals with DS [37e45]. One
study, however, has used phosphorus magnetic resonance spectros-
copy to demonstrate a functional deficit in the skeletal muscle mito-
chondria of adults with DS [46]. It remains unclear whether alterations
in these metabolic parameters are the result of specific genetic con-
texts or lifestyles, or whether altered gene expression due to trisomy
21 in peripheral tissues is causally linked to whole-body metabolic
changes seen in DS. Despite the availability of DS mouse models in the
past two decades, only a few recent studies reported on how aneu-
ploidy alters baseline (chow-fed) metabolic parameters, and the in vivo
response to obesogenic high-fat diet (HFD) [47e50]. A systematic and
comprehensive assessment of glucose and lipid metabolism, and other
key metabolic parameters, across different physiological states is
currently lacking.
Since the generation of the first segmental trisomic Ts65Dn mouse
model [51e53], more than twenty additional DS models trisomic for
varying amount of orthologous Hsa21 gene contents have been
generated [54e61]. Each mouse model has its limitation in recapit-
ulating the full spectrum of human DS. Additionally, two trans-
chromosomic mouse models (Tc1 and TcMA21) carrying Hsa21 have
also been generated [62,63]. The Tc1 mouse model appears to have
limited utility as the Hsa21 is missing >50 protein-coding genes
(PCGs) due to deletions, and it also contains large numbers of struc-
tural rearrangements and duplications [64]. In addition, Tc1 mice show
extensive mosaicism across tissues (i.e., the human chromosome is
randomly lost from cells during development), complicating the results
obtained from this mouse model [62]. The TcMAC21 mouse model
overcomes the drawbacks of Tc1 in that it is not mosaic and contains a
near complete (93%) Hsa21 [63]. Of the DS mouse models generated
to date, however, only Ts65Dn, Tc1, and TcMAC21 are true aneuploid
models with a freely segregating supernumerary chromosome [65],
whereas other DS models have gene dosage imbalance due to intra-
chromosomal segmental duplications of either mouse chromosome
(Mmu)16, Mmu17, or Mmu10 region orthologous to Hsa21 [54].
Behavioral and phenotypic profiling of various DS mouse models have
highlighted a variable spectrum of features seen in DS, most notably
those related to deficits in learning and memory, motor function,
developmental heart defects, reduced bone mass, and altered
gastrointestinal and immune function [50,54,57,60,66e75]. In
contrast, the metabolic phenotypes of DS mouse models remain
largely unexplored. Here, we undertake a systematic analysis across a
wide range of metabolic parameters and tissues in Ts65Dn mice under
baseline (chow-fed) condition and in the pathophysiological state of
obesity induced by chronic high-fat feeding. Notwithstanding the
limitations of the Ts65Dn mouse model [76e78], we chose to perform
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our comprehensive metabolic phenotyping on this DS model for three
reasons: 1) Ts65Dn is a true aneuploid model with a freely segregating
marker chromosome [53]. The presence of this supernumenary
marker chromosome may be important for some of the DS features not
found in other DS mouse models with an intrachromosomal segmental
duplication [79]; 2) The Ts65Dn model recapitulates many of the
features found in DS, in a manner equal to or better than other trisomic
mouse models [66,68]; and 3) Ts65Dn is the most widely studied DS
mouse model for testing therapeutic interventions [66,80e82].
Although the recently generated TcMAC21 mouse model contains a
near complete Hsa21, there is uncertainty regarding the interactions of
proteins encoded by human and mouse orthologs, and the presence of
a significant number of non-coding human genes (>400) with un-
certain effects on the mouse transcriptome. However, this potential
issue is obviated in the Ts65Dn mouse model since all the cells ex-
press only mouse genes.
Our study shows that obese Ts65Dn mice fed a high-fat diet showed
impaired insulin sensitivity, low-grade adipose inflammation, pro-
fibrotic gene signature in liver, reduced mitochondrial activity in liver
and adipose tissue, and alterations in multiple stress-related path-
ways. These data provide valuable mechanistic insights concerning the
impact of aneuploidy on systemic metabolism in a DS mouse model.
This critical baseline information lays the groundwork for future studies
addressing which combination of orthologous gene(s) on Hsa21, when
triplicated, contribute to dysregulated metabolism at the tissue and
organismal level in DS, as well as across different DS mouse models.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Mouse model
B6EiC3Sn a/A-Ts (1716)65Dn mice (Ts65Dn) were obtained from the
Jackson Laboratory (Strain # 001924) and maintained as a C57BL/6J
Ei x C3H/HeSnJ (B6EiC3H) advanced intercross. Euploid littermates
were used throughout for controls. Mice were fed a standard chow
(Envigo; 2018SX) or high-fat diet (HFD; 60% kcal derived from fat,
#D12492, Research Diets, New Brunswick, NJ). Mice were housed in
polycarbonate cages on a 12h:12h lightedark photocycle with ad
libitum access to water and food. Mice were fed either a standard
chow or a HFD. For the HFD-fed group, HFD was provided for 16
weeks, beginning at 5 months of age. At termination of the study, all
mice were fasted for 2 h and euthanized. Tissues were collected,
snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and kept at -80 �C until analysis.
All mouse protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
(animal protocol # MO19M481). All animal experiments were con-
ducted in accordance with the National Institute of Health guidelines
and followed the standards established by the Animal Welfare Acts.

2.2. Body composition analysis
Body composition analyses for total fat mass, lean mass, and water
content were determined using a quantitative magnetic resonance in-
strument (Echo-MRI-100, EchoMedical Systems, Waco, TX) at the Mouse
Phenotyping Core facility at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.

2.3. Indirect calorimetry
Chow or HFD-fed Ts65Dn male and female mice and euploid littermates
were used for simultaneous assessments of daily body weight change,
food intake (corrected for spillage), physical activity, and whole-body
metabolic profile in an open flow indirect calorimeter (Comprehensive
Laboratory Animal Monitoring System, CLAMS; Columbus Instruments,
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Columbus, OH) as previously described [83]. In brief, data were
collected for three days to confirm mice were acclimatized to the
calorimetry chambers (indicated by stable body weights, food intakes,
and diurnal metabolic patterns), then data were analyzed for the sub-
sequent three days. Mice were observed with ad libitum access to food,
throughout the fasting process, and in response to refeeding. Rates of
oxygen consumption ( _V O2; mL$kg

�1$h�1) and carbon dioxide pro-
duction ( _V CO2; mL$kg

�1$h�1) in each chamber were measured every
24 min. Respiratory exchange ratio (RER ¼ _V CO2/ _V O2) was calculated
by CLAMS software (version 4.93) to estimate relative oxidation of
carbohydrates (RER ¼ 1.0) versus fats (RER ¼ 0.7), not accounting for
protein oxidation. Energy expenditure (EE) was calculated as
EE ¼ _V O2 � [3.815 þ (1.232 � RER)] and normalized to lean mass.
Physical activities (total and ambulatory) were measured by infrared
beam breaks in the metabolic chamber. Average metabolic values were
calculated per subject and averaged across subjects for statistical
analysis by Student’s t-test. Meal pattern data were analyzed for
average meal frequency and meal size; a meal was defined as being at
least 0.04 g and having a post-meal intermeal interval of at least
10 min, as previously described [84,85]. A food intake event was
considered a meal only when both criteria were met. Intermeal interval
was defined as time between consecutive meals. Satiety ratio was
defined as intermeal interval divided by meal size (min/g).

2.4. Body temperature
Deep colonic temperature was measured by inserting a lubricated
(Medline, water soluble lubricating jelly, MDS032280) probe (Phys-
itemp, BAT-12 Microprobe Thermometer) into the anus of mice at a
depth of 2 cm. Stable numbers were recorded on three separate days
in both the dark and light cycle for each mouse.

2.5. Bone length measurements
Tibias were dissected and excess tissue was cleared away. A Mitutoyo
Corp. digital caliper (500-196-30) was used to measure end-to-end
bone length.

2.6. Glucose, insulin, pyruvate, and lipid tolerance tests
All tolerance tests were conducted as previously described [86e88].
For glucose tolerance tests (GTTs), mice were fasted for 6 h before
glucose injection. Glucose (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was reconstituted in
saline (0.9 g NaCl/L) to a final concentration of 1 g/10 mL (for the chow-
fed mice) or 2 g/10 mL (for the HFD-fed mice), sterile-filtered, and
injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) at 1 mg/g body weight (i.e., 10 mL/g body
weight for chow-fed mice or 5 mL/g body weight of HFD-fed mice).
Blood glucose was measured at 0, 15, 30, 60, and 120 min after
glucose injection using a glucometer (NovaMax Plus, Billerica, MA).
Blood was collected at 0, 15, and 30 min time points for serum isolation
followed by Insulin ELISA. For insulin tolerance tests (ITTs), food was
removed 2 h before insulin injection. 8.62 mL of insulin stock (4 mg/mL;
Gibco) was diluted in 10 mL of saline, sterile-filtered, and injected i. p.
at 1.0 U/kg body weight (i.e., 10 uL/g body weight). Blood glucose was
measured at 0, 15, 30, 60, and 90 min after insulin injection using a
glucometer (NovaMax Plus). For pyruvate tolerance tests (PTTs), mice
were fasted overnight for 16 h before sodium pyruvate injection. So-
dium pyruvate (Sigma) was reconstituted in saline to a final concen-
tration of 1 g/10 mL and injected i. p. into mice at a dose of 1 g/kg body
weight (i.e., 10 mL/g body weight). Blood glucose was measured at the
indicated time points using a glucometer. For lipid tolerance tests
(LTTs), mice were fasted for 12 h and then injected i. p. with 20%
emulsified Intralipid (soybean oil; Sigma; 10 mL/g of body weight). Sera
were collected via tail bleed using a Microvette� CB 300 (Sarstedt) at 0,
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1, 2, 3, and 4 h post-injection. Serum triglyceride levels were quantified
using kits from Infinity Triglycerides (Thermo Scientific).

2.7. Fasting-refeeding insulin tests
Mice were fasted overnight (w16 h) then reintroduced to food as
described [85]. Blood glucose was monitored at the 16 h fast time
point (time¼ 0 h refed) and at 1, 2, and 3 h into the refeeding process.
Serum was collected at the 16 h fast and 2 h refed time points for
insulin ELISA, as well as for the quantification of triglyceride, choles-
terol, non-esterified free fatty acids (NEFA), and b-hydroxybutyrate
concentrations.

2.8. Blood and tissue chemistry analysis
Tail vein blood samples were allowed to clot on ice and then centri-
fuged for 10 min at 10,000�g. Serum samples were stored at�80 �C
until analyzed. Serum triglycerides (TG) and cholesterol were
measured according to manufacturer’s instructions using an Infinity kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Middletown, VA). Non-esterified free fatty
acids (NEFA) were measured using a Wako kit (Wako Chemicals,
Richmond, VA). Serum b-hydroxybutyrate (ketone) concentrations
were measured with a StanBio Liquicolor kit (StanBio Laboratory,
Boerne, TX). Serum insulin (Crystal Chem, 90,080), T3 (Calbiotech,
T3043T-100), and T4 (Calbiotech, T4044T-100) levels were measured
by ELISA according to manufacturer’s instructions. Serum alanine
transaminase (ALT) was quantified using an ALT assay (Abcam,
ab105134) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Serum and
tissue levels of IL-1b, IL-6, TNF-a, and MCP-1 were quantified using
ELISA kits from R&D Systems (Cat # DY401-05, DY406-05, DY410-05,
DY479-05) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Pancreatic
insulin was isolated from pancreas samples using acid-ethanol
extraction. Briefly, pancreatic samples were in a solution of acid-
ethanol (1.5% HCl in 70% EtOH) and incubated overnight
at �20 �C. They were then homogenized and incubated for an addi-
tional night at�20 �C. The following day, samples were centrifuged at
4 �C to pellet debris. The aqueous protein-rich solution was transferred
to a new tube and neutralized with 1M Tris pH7.5. Prior to insulin
quantification by ELISA, samples were diluted 1:1000 with ELISA
sample diluent. Following ELISA quantification of pancreatic insulin
(Mercodia, 10-1247-01), protein concentrations of pancreatic samples
were quantified using a Bradford assay (Sigma-Aldrich, B6916). Insulin
values were then normalized to protein concentration, averaged, and
compared across groups. Hydroxyproline assay (Sigma Aldrich,
MAK008) was used to quantify total collagen content in liver tissues
from Ts65Dn and euploid mice according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. Lipid peroxidation levels in the liver of Ts65Dn and euploid
mice were assessed by the quantification of malondialdehyde (MDA)
via Thiobarbituric Acid Reactive Substances (TBARS) assay (Cayman
Chemical, 700,870) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.9. Serum triglyceride and cholesterol analysis by FPLC
Food was removed for 2e4 h (in the light cycle) prior to blood collection.
Sera collected from mice were pooled (n ¼ 8e10/group) and sent to
the Mouse Metabolism Core at Baylor College of Medicine for fast
protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) separation. A total of 45 fractions
were collected, and TG and cholesterol in each fraction were quantified.

2.10. Histology and quantification
Inguinal (subcutaneous) white adipose tissue (iWAT), gonadal (visceral)
white adipose tissue (gWAT), liver, and gastrocnemius muscle were
dissected and fixed in formalin. Paraffin embedding, tissue sectioning,
and staining with hematoxylin and eosin were performed at the
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Pathology Core facility at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.
Images were captured with a Keyence BZ-X700 All-in-One fluores-
cence microscope (Keyence Corp., Itasca, IL). Adipocyte (gWAT and
iWAT) and gastrocnemius muscle fiber cross-sectional area (CSA), as
well as the total area covered by lipid droplets in hepatocytes were
measured on hematoxylin and eosin-stained slides using ImageJ
software [89]. For cross sectional area (CSA) measurements, all cells
in one field of view at 100� magnification per tissue section per
mouse were analyzed. For iWAT and gWAT adipocyte CSA, at least 150
cells were quantified per mouse. For lipid droplet quantification, 3
randomly selected euploid and Ts65n liver samples were imaged at
200� magnification. Cross-sectional area of individual lipid droplets
(at least 500 lipid droplets per image) was quantified using custom
ImageJ software. For collagen staining of liver fibrosis, tissue sections
were stained with Sirius Red and imaged at 100�. Total fibrotic area
was quantified using custom ImageJ software from large stitched
100� images of mouse livers. Each stitched image was comprised of
at least 50 separate regions of the same liver. All histological
sectioning, imaging, and quantification was conducted blinded to
genotypes.

2.11. Immunohistochemistry
Ts65Dn and euploid liver sections were deparaffinized with SafeClear
(Fisher HealthCare, 23e044,192), rehydrated using graded concen-
trations of ethanol in water (100% EtOH, 95%, 75%, 50%, then dH2O),
then subjected to antigen retrieval with a pressure cooker for 5 min in
sodium citrate buffer (10 mM sodium citrate, 0.05% Tween 20, pH6.0).
Samples were stained with a rabbit monoclonal anti-collagen type I
primary antibody (Abcam, ab260043) at a concentration of 1:500,
followed by a goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Invitrogen, Alexa
Fluor 488, A11008) at a concentration of 1:1000, and mounted with a
coverslip using ProLong Gold antifade reagent with DAPI (Invitrogen,
P36935). Images were captured with a Keyence BZ-X700 All-in-One
fluorescence microscope (Keyence Corp., Itasca, IL). Total fluorescent
area as a percent of total liver area per focal plane was quantified with
custom ImageJ software.

2.12. RNA-sequencing analysis
A total of 48 samples were sequenced with paired-end 50-bp reads
(2 � 50bp) across two batches that were balanced for genotype
(n ¼ 48 across liver, iWAT, gWAT, and skeletal muscle). Raw
sequencing reads from all samples were aligned to a custom
concatenated Gencode hg38 þ mm10 reference genome using
HISAT2 2.0.4 [90]. Genes were quantified with featureCounts v1.5.0-
p3 [91] to a custom concatenated hg38 þ mm10 gtf file within each
sample. We retained 20,680 genes with mean RPKM >0.1 across the
mouse genome above this cut-off. High-throughput sequencing data
from this study have been submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read
Archive (SRA) under accession number PRJNA899581.
We interrogated the effects of Ts65Dn genotype within and across
tissue, further adjusting for confounders of gene assignment rate and
mitochondrial mapping rate, using the limma voom approach [92]. For
our across-tissue model, we assumed the same effect of genotype
within each tissue (even if the expression of each tissue could vary)
using linear mixed effect modeling with the animal ID as a random
intercept. We accounted for multiple testing by controlling for the
Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate across all expressed genes.
As a secondary analysis, we modeled the effect of Ts65Dn genotype
within each tissue (also adjusting for the same two sequencing-derived
confounders as the full model) using linear regression (since there
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were no repeated measures within a tissue). Gene set enrichment
analyses were performed using clusterProfiler [93] using input genes
that were marginally significant (at p< 0.05) stratified by directionality
e subsequent gene set enrichment results adjusted for multiple
testing using the false discovery rate.
2.13. Respirometry of frozen tissue samples
Respirometry was conducted on frozen tissue samples to assay for
mitochondrial activity as described previously [94]. Briefly, all tissues
were dissected, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at �80 �C
for later analysis. Samples were thawed in MAS buffer (70 mM su-
crose, 220 mM mannitol, 5 mM KH2PO4, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA,
2 mM HEPES pH 7.4), finely minced with scissors, and then ho-
mogenized with a glass Dounce homogenizer. The resulting ho-
mogenate was spun at 1000 g for 10 min at 4 �C. The supernatant
was collected and immediately used for protein quantification by BCA
assay (Thermo Scientific, 23,225). Each well of the Seahorse
microplate was loaded with 8 mg of homogenate protein for all tissue
types. Each biological replicate is comprised of three technical rep-
licates. Samples from all tissues were treated separately with NADH
(1 mM) as a complex I substrate or Succinate (a complex II substrate,
5 mM) in the presence of rotenone (a complex I inhibitor, 2 mM), then
with the inhibitors rotenone (2 mM) and Antimycin A (4 mM), followed
by TMPD (0.45 mM) and Ascorbate (1 mM) to activate complex IV,
and finally treated with Azide (40 mM) to assess non-mitochondrial
respiration.
Mitochondrial content of homogenates used for respirometry was
quantified using MitoTracker Deep Red (MTDR, ThermoFisher,
M22426) as described [94]. Briefly, lysates were incubated with MTDR
(1 mM) for 10 min at 37 �C, then centrifuged at 2000 g for 5 min at
4 �C. The supernatant was carefully removed and replaced with 1�
MAS solution and fluorescence was read with excitation and emission
wavelengths of 625 nm and 670 nm, respectively. To minimize non-
specific background signal contribution, control wells were loaded
with MTDR and 1� MAS and subtracted from all sample values.
2.14. Pan-tissue RNA-seq integration with human data
A detailed walk-through of all scripts and datasets used are available
at: https://github.com/Leandromvelez/ts65Dn-gene-integration.
Briefly, human orthologues were identified for mouse tissue-specific
differentially expressed genes (logistic regression p-value <0.01)
[95]. To visualize co-clustering of these genes in GTEx [96], all
orthologues were correlated using the biweight midcorrelation (bicor)
coefficient to account for outlier inflation [97] and hierarchically clus-
tered using R packages ‘pheatmap’ and ‘hclust’. Next, gene and
pathway centrality estimates were calculated by correlating all genes
in the 4 tissues with Ts65Dn DEGs (also using bicor coefficient and
associated regression p-value) and adjusting these p-value for FDR
<0.01 using the R package ‘qvalue’. The top-ranked 500 genes
correlated in each tissue were identified based on average of -log10
(qvalue) with all Ts65Dn DEGs, then used for pathway enrichments
among Gene Ontology, KEGG and Reactome databases via over-
representation tests on WebGestalt [98]. Given that these data consist
of pan-tissue RNA-seq, the genome was used as a background set.
Top-ranked secreted proteins enriched for these processes were
identified by intersection of the top-ranked correlated gene set based
on average of -log10 (qvalue) with all Ts65Dn DEGs with known
secreted proteins annotated from UniProt [99]. Based on these, un-
directed networks were constructed based on the distribution of bicor
his is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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coefficients between central secreted proteins and tissue-specific
pathways identified via GO Terms using the R package ‘qgraph’.

2.15. Statistical analyses
All results are expressed as mean� standard error of the mean (SEM).
Statistical analysis was performed with Prism 9 software (GraphPad
Software, San Diego, CA). Data were analyzed with two-tailed Stu-
dent’s t-tests or by repeated measures ANOVA. For two-way ANOVA,
we performed Sidek or Bonferroni post hoc tests. P < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Chow-fed Ts65Dn mice have elevated physical activity and
energy expenditure
From 5 weeks of age onward, chow-fed Ts65Dn mice of both sexes
had body weights indistinguishable from euploid littermates
(Figure 1A,C). Body composition analysis by NMR method revealed
greater adiposity in male Ts65Dn mice, but no difference in lean mass
(Figure 1B). Unlike male mice, in female mice neither fat mass nor lean
mass differed between Ts65Dn and euploid littermates (Figure 1D).
Indirect calorimetry was conducted to assess food intake, physical
activity level, metabolic rate (VO2), and energy expenditure across the
circadian cycle (light and dark phase) and metabolic states (ad libitum
fed, fasted, and refed). In the dark (active) phase of the circadian cycle,
ad libitum fed Ts65Dn male mice consumed a greater amount of food
(Figure 1E), and had significantly elevated physical activity level and
energy expenditure in both the dark and light cycle (Figure 1F,G).
Ts65Dn male mice also showed increased physical activity relative to
euploid controls during the 24 h periods of fasting and refeeding
(Figures S1 and S2). Interestingly, despite higher physical activity and
energy expenditure, chow-fed male mice had lower body temperature
during the dark (active) cycle (Figure S3).
Food intake in ad libitum chow-fed Ts65Dn female mice, however, was
not different from euploid controls (Figure 1H). Like the male mice,
Ts65Dn female mice also had elevated physical activity level and
energy expenditure relative to euploid controls (Figure 1IeJ). Ts65Dn
female mice also showed increased physical activity relative to euploid
controls during the 24 h periods of fasting and refeeding (Figures S1
and S2). Although energy expenditure continued to be elevated in
Ts65Dn female mice during the fasting period, it was not different from
euploid controls during the refeeding period (Figures S1 and S2). Body
temperatures were not different between genotypes in female mice
(Figure S3). These data indicate that, at baseline, chow-fed Ts65Dn
mice of either sex are physically more active and expend a greater
amount of energy.

3.2. Reduced fasting cholesterol level and mild glucose intolerance
in chow-fed Ts65Dn mice
To assess baseline glucose and lipid profile, we measured serum
glucose, triglyceride (TG), cholesterol, non-esterified free fatty acids
(NEFA), and b-hydroxybutyrate (BHB) in overnight fasted (16 h) mice.
While fasting serum glucose, TG, NEFA, and BHB levels were not
different between genotypes of either sex, fasting serum cholesterol
levels were significantly lower in both male and female Ts65Dn mice
relative to euploid controls (Figure 2AeB). Fasting insulin levels were
also not different between genotypes of either sex (Figure 2C,E). We
performed glucose tolerance tests to determine whether there is a
deficit in glucose clearance in response to an acute glucose loading.
Both male and female Ts65Dn mice exhibited mild glucose intolerance
(Figure 2D,F). The modest impairments in the kinetics of glucose
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disposal could be due to mild insulin resistance. We therefore con-
ducted insulin tolerance tests to directly assess insulin sensitivity in
these animals. Insulin-stimulated glucose disposal in peripheral tis-
sues, however, was not different between genotypes of either sex
(Figure 2G,H). These data indicate that, at baseline, Ts65Dn mice of
either sex have altered cholesterol metabolism and a modest impair-
ment in glucose homeostasis.

3.3. Sexually dimorphic response to high-fat diet in Ts65Dn mice
Since obesity is well documented in the DS population [22], we
challenged the mice with a high-fat diet (HFD) to induce obesity and
assessed how Ts65Dn mice respond to a high caloric diet. For the first
eleven weeks of high-fat feeding, the body weight gain of Ts65Dn
male mice was not different from euploid controls (Figure 3A).
However, beginning at week 12 on HFD, the average body weight of
Ts65Dn male mice started to plateau and by week 14 onward, we
observed a reduction in body weight. In contrast, euploid male mice
continued to gain weight over the entire 16-week period of high-fat
feeding (Figure 3A). Body composition analysis at week 12 on HFD
showed that Ts65Dn male mice have lower adiposity and a modest
increase in lean mass (after normalization to body weight) (Figure 3B).
Unlike the male mice, body weight gain in Ts65Dn female mice over
the entire 16-week period on HFD was not different from euploid
controls (Figure 3C). Body composition analysis of Ts65Dn female
mice at week 12 on HFD revealed no difference in adiposity but a
modest increase in lean mass (after normalization to body weight)
(Figure 3D).
We performed indirect calorimetry analysis on mice after they had
been fed HFD for 12 weeks. While food intake in ad libitum fed Ts65Dn
male mice was not different from euploid controls (Figure 3E), physical
activity and energy expenditure were significantly higher (Figure 3Fe
G). Elevated physical activity in Ts65Dn male mice persisted during the
fasting and refeeding period, whereas energy expenditure remained
higher during the refeeding, but not fasting, period (Figures S4 and S5).
Body temperatures and serum triiodothyronine (T3; active form) and
thyroxine (T4; precursor of T3) levels that could affect activity and
energy expenditure were not different between genotypes (Figure S6).
Although the amount of food consumed was not different between
genotypes, a recent study showed that Ts65Dn mice have altered
swallowing function [100]. Therefore, we performed detailed meal
pattern analyses to assess if there is any difference in the micro-
structure of food intake behavior. None of the parameters assessed
(meal number, meal size, meal duration, intermeal interval, ingestion
rate, satiety ratio) were significantly different between genotypes in
male mice (Figure S7). In contrast to the male mice, we did not observe
a significant difference in food intake, physical activity, and energy
expenditure across different metabolic states (ad libitum fed, fasted,
refed) between genotypes in female mice (Figure 3HeJ and Figure S4
and S5). Meal pattern analysis also indicated no difference between
genotypes in female mice (Figure S8). Taken together, these data
indicate that male and female Ts65Dn mice respond differently to
chronic high-fat feeding in terms of weight gain, physical activity, and
energy expenditure.

3.4. Ts65Dn male mice develop insulin resistance in response to a
high-fat diet
Individuals with DS have higher prevalence of type 2 diabetes
[21,23,24]. We therefore addressed whether diet-induced obesity
differentially affects glucose homeostasis in Ts65Dn mice fed an HFD.
In overnight fasted (16 h) male mice, blood glucose was significantly
higher in Ts65Dn relative to euploid controls (Figure 4A). Fasting
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Figure 1: Chow-fed Ts65Dn mice have elevated physical activity and energy expenditure. A) Body weight of chow-fed male Ts65Dn and euploid (Eu) mice over time. B)
Relative (%) fat and lean mass after normalization to body weight in male mice. C) Body weight of chow-fed female Ts65Dn and euploid (Eu) mice over time. D) Relative (%) fat and
lean mass after normalization to body weight in female mice. E-G) Food intake (E), total physical activity level (F), and energy expenditure (G) of male Ts65Dn and euploid mice
across the circadian cycle. Bar graphs indicate cumulative food intake, physical activity, and energy expenditure in the dark and light photocycle. H-J) Food intake (H), total physical
activity level (I), and energy expenditure (J) of female Ts65Dn and euploid mice across the circadian cycle. Bar graphs indicate cumulative food intake, physical activity, and energy
expenditure in the dark and light photocycle. All data are presented as mean � SEM. Male mice (Eu, n ¼ 24; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 13). Female mice (Eu, n ¼ 16; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 12).
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001.

Original Article
insulin was not different between genotypes (Figure 4B). Total
pancreatic insulin content was also not different between genotypes
(Figure S9), suggesting that no overt developmental alteration in the
pancreatic islets of Ts65Dn mice that could affect insulin production.
While insulin secretion in response to fasting-refeeding was not
6 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101666 � 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. T
different between genotypes in male mice (Figure 4B), blood glucose
during the first 3 h of refeeding following a fast was consistently higher
(Figure 4C), suggesting impaired insulin action. Although female
Ts65Dn mice had higher fasting blood glucose levels (Figure 4D), their
fasting serum insulin levels, total pancreatic insulin content, insulin
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Figure 2: Reduced fasting cholesterol level and mild glucose intolerance in chow-fed Ts65Dn mice. A-B) Fasting blood glucose, serum triglyceride, cholesterol, non-
esterified free fatty acids (NEFA), and b-hydroxybutyrate (BHB) in male (A) and female (B) Ts65Dn mice and euploid (Eu) littermate controls. Sample size for male mice (Eu,
n ¼ 22; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 11) and female mice (Eu, n ¼ 13; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 9). C) Fasting serum insulin levels in male Ts65Dn (n ¼ 13) and euploid (n ¼ 24) mice. D) Glucose tolerance
tests showing glucose clearance over time in male mice after intraperitoneal injection of glucose. The bar graph indicates area-under-curve (AUC), reflecting cumulative glucose
disposal. E) Fasting serum insulin levels in female Ts65Dn (n ¼ 12) and euploid (n ¼ 16) mice. F) Glucose tolerance tests showing glucose clearance over time in female mice after
intraperitoneal injection of glucose. The bar graph indicates area-under-curve (AUC), reflecting cumulative glucose disposal. G-H) Insulin tolerance tests showing glucose disposal
over time in response to intraperitoneal injection of insulin in male (G) and female (H) Ts65Dn and euploid mice. All data are presented as mean � SEM. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01;
***P < 0.001. For glucose tolerance tests, data were analyzed by 2-way ANOVA with Sidek post hoc tests.
secretion in response to fasting-refeeding, and blood glucose over the
first 3 h of refeeding were not different from euploid controls
(Figure 4EeF and Figure S9).
Next, we subjected HFD-fed Ts65Dn mice to glucose tolerance tests.
Ts65Dn male, but not female, mice clearly exhibited glucose intoler-
ance when injected with a bolus of glucose (Figure 4GeH). Impaired
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101666 � 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open
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glucose clearance in male mice suggests reduced insulin sensitivity in
the peripheral tissues. We performed insulin tolerance tests to directly
assess insulin sensitivity in Ts65Dn mice. Relative to euploid controls,
Ts65Dn male, but not female, mice clearly showed impaired insulin
action, confirming the development of insulin resistance (Figure 4IeJ).
Further, a pyruvate tolerance test was conducted to determine insulin
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Figure 3: Sexually dimorphic response to high-fat die in Ts65Dn mice. A) Body weight of male Ts65Dn and euploid (Eu) mice over time fed a high-fat diet. B) Body
composition analysis of absolute and relative (%) fat and lean mass in male Ts65Dn (n ¼ 15) and euploid (n ¼ 12) mice. C) Body weight of female Ts65Dn and euploid (Eu) mice
over time fed a high-fat diet. D) Body composition analysis of absolute and relative (%) fat and lean mass in female Ts65Dn (n ¼ 10) and euploid (n ¼ 9) mice. E-G) Food intake (E),
total physical activity level (F), and energy expenditure (G) of male Ts65Dn and euploid mice across the circadian cycle. Bar graphs indicate cumulative food intake, physical activity,
and energy expenditure in the dark and light photocycle. H-J) Food intake (H), total physical activity level (I), and energy expenditure (J) of female Ts65Dn and euploid mice across
the circadian cycle. Bar graphs indicate cumulative food intake, physical activity, and energy expenditure in the dark and light photocycle. All data are presented as mean � SEM.
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001. For body weight over time, data were analyzed by 2-way ANOVA with Sidek post hoc tests.
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Figure 4: Ts65Dn male mice develop insulin resistance in response to a high-fat diet. A) Fasting blood glucose in male Ts65Dn (n ¼ 13) and euploid (n ¼ 24) mice. B)
Fasting serum insulin levels in male Ts65Dn (n ¼ 11) and euploid (n ¼ 10) mice. C) Serum glucose levels in overnight fasted and refed (3 h) male Ts65Dn (n ¼ 13) and euploid
(n ¼ 24) mice. D) Blood glucose levels in overnight fasted and refed male Ts65Dn (n ¼ 13) and euploid mice (n ¼ 24). E) Fasting serum insulin levels in female Ts65Dn (n ¼ 9)
and euploid (n ¼ 11) mice. F) Serum glucose levels in overnight fasted and refed (3 h) female Ts65Dn (n ¼ 12) and euploid (n ¼ 16) mice. G-H) Glucose tolerance tests showing
glucose clearance over time in male (G) and female (H) mice after intraperitoneal injection of glucose. The bar graphs indicate area-under-curve (AUC), reflecting cumulative
glucose disposal. I-J) Insulin tolerance tests showing glucose disposal over time in male (I) and female (J) Ts65Dn and euploid mice in response to intraperitoneal injection of
insulin. The bar graphs indicate area-under-curve (AUC), reflecting cumulative glucose disposal. K-L) Pyruvate tolerance tests showing the rise of blood glucose over time in
overnight fasted male (K) and female (L) Ts65Dn and euploid mice injected with pyruvate. The bar graphs indicate area-under-curve (AUC). All data are presented as mean � SEM.
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. For all tolerance tests, data were analyzed by 2-way ANOVA with Sidek post hoc tests.
sensitivity in the liver. In the fasted state, pyruvate is used as a major
substrate for the de novo synthesis of glucose in liver to maintain
euglycemia. Insulin signaling suppresses hepatic gluconeogenesis,
and in the insulin resistant state, hepatic glucose output is significantly
elevated due to impaired insulin action [101,102]. In overnight fasted
mice, pyruvate administration resulted in significantly higher blood
glucose levels in Ts65Dn male, but not female, mice relative to euploid
controls (Figure 4KeL), suggesting reduced hepatic insulin sensitivity.
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101666 � 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open
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Taken together, these data highlight a sexually dimorphic metabolic
response to HFD, with male Ts65Dn mice showing exacerbated insulin
resistance relative to euploid controls.

3.5. Dyslipidemia in Ts65Dn mice fed a high-fat diet
Altered lipid profile has been documented in Individuals with DS
[18,19]. Thus, we investigated whether aneuploidy impacts lipid ho-
meostasis in Ts65Dn mice during fasting and refeeding, two opposing
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physiological states. While fasting and refeeding serum TG and
cholesterol levels were not different between genotypes in male mice
fed a HFD, serum free fatty acids (NEFA) levels in the fasted state were
lower in Ts65Dn male mice and continued to remain significantly lower
in the refeeding period (Figure 5A). In contrast to males, female
Ts65Dn mice had significantly higher serum TG levels during the
refeeding period following a fast (Figure 5B). Synthesis of ketones
(e.g., b-hydroxybutyrate; BHB) is markedly increased during fasting
and suppressed by refeeding [103]. Ketones are made in the liver and
used by the brain and peripheral tissues as an additional energy source
during starvation. In Ts65Dn mice of both sexes, we observed
significantly lower levels of serum BHB in the fasted state (Figure 5Ae
B). Since ketogenesis is biochemically coupled to hepatic mitochon-
drial fat oxidation [103], our data suggests reduced b-oxidation in
Ts65Dn mouse liver during fasting.
Large fractions of TG and cholesterol are transported in plasma in li-
poprotein particle form. To determine the TG and cholesterol content of
lipoprotein particles, pooled mouse sera were subjected to size
exclusion chromatographic (FPLC) separation. TG content in very-low
density lipoprotein (VLDL) particle fractions was much higher in
Ts65Dn mice of either sex relative to euploid controls (Figure 5CeD).
TG content in low-density lipoprotein (LDL) and intermediate-density
lipoprotein (IDL) particle fractions also appeared to be higher in
Ts65Dn mice, although to a lesser extent compared to that of VLDL-TG.
In contrast, cholesterol content in high-density lipoprotein (HDL) par-
ticle fractions was not different between genotypes of either sex
(Figure 5CeD).
Because steady-state and fasting-refeeding lipid profiles were altered
in Ts65Dn mice, we performed lipid tolerance tests to determine
whether Ts65Dn mice have altered capacity to handle an acute lipid
load. Overnight fasted mice were injected with a bolus of emulsified
intralipid, and plasma lipid clearance was monitored over time. The
kinetics of lipid disposal in peripheral tissues appeared to be similar
between genotypes of either sex (Figure 5EeF). All together, these
data indicate similarities and sex-dependent differences in lipid pro-
files between HFD-fed male and female Ts65Dn mice relative to their
euploid controls.

3.6. Reduced mitochondrial activity in Ts65Dn male mice fed a
high-fat diet
In vitro studies have suggested mitochondrial dysfunction in DS-
derived cells [26e36]. To address if dyslipidemia and impaired
glucose metabolism seen in Ts65Dn mice are associated with changes
in mitochondrial activity in vivo, we assessed mitochondrial respiration
in liver, skeletal muscle, subcutaneous and visceral white adipose
tissues. We focused this analysis on Ts65Dn male mice because they
have more pronounced metabolic phenotypes compared to female
mice. The absolute activities (per 8 mg protein input) of liver mito-
chondrial complex I, II, and IV were not different between genotypes
(Figure 6A, top three panels). Mitochondrial content as determined by
mitotracker dyes (MTDR), however, was significantly higher in Ts65Dn
mouse liver tissue (Figure 6A, fourth panel). Thus, when normalized to
mitochondrial content, the relative mitochondrial activities of complex II
and IV were significantly lower in the liver of Ts65Dn male mice relative
to euploid controls (Figure 6A, bottom panel). This indicates that higher
mitochondrial content in Ts65Dn mouse liver is needed to achieve the
same amount of mitochondrial respiration as seen in the euploid
controls.
For skeletal muscle (gastrocnemius), the mitochondrial content, as
well as the absolute and relative mitochondrial activities of complex I,
II, and IV were not significantly different between genotypes
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(Figure 6B). For subcutaneous (inguinal) white adipose tissue (iWAT),
the absolute mitochondrial activity (per mg protein) of complex IV was
significantly lower in Ts65Dn male mice relative to euploid controls
(Figure 6C, top three panels). Mitochondrial content, however, was
significantly higher in Ts65Dn mouse iWAT (Figure 6C, fourth panel).
After normalization to mitochondrial content, the relative mitochondrial
activity of complex of IV was not different between genotypes
(Figure 6C, bottom panel). For visceral (gonadal) white adipose tissue
(gWAT), the absolute mitochondrial activity (per mg protein) of complex
IV was significantly lower in Ts65Dn male mice relative to euploid
controls (Figure 6D, top three panels). Mitochondrial content was
modestly lower in gWAT (Figure 6D, fourth panel). When normalized to
mitochondrial content, the relative mitochondrial activity of complex IV
was not significantly between genotypes (Figure 6D, bottom panel).
Taken together, these data indicate an absolute and relative reduction
in mitochondrial function in visceral fat depot and liver, respectively, of
Ts65Dn male mice.

3.7. Altered tissue weight in Ts65Dn mice fed a high-fat diet
At termination of study, we dissected and quantified tissue weights to
assess possible gross changes. Body weights of Ts65Dn male, but not
female, mice were significantly lower compared to euploid controls
(Table S1). Subcutaneous (inguinal) fat mass was significantly smaller
in Ts65Dn mice of either sex. The spleen in Ts65Dn male mice was
significantly larger relative to euploid controls. When normalized to
body weight, the relative (%) weight of liver, kidney, and spleen of
Ts65Dn male mice were significantly higher compared to euploid
controls. The average tibia length of Ts65Dn male mice was shorter
than that of the euploid littermates. In female Ts65Dn mice, the size of
the pancreas and spleen was larger relative to euploid controls
(Table S1). When normalized to body weight, the relative (%) weight of
heart, kidney, pancreas, and spleen were significantly higher in
Ts65Dn female mice relative to euploid controls. Tibia length, however,
was not different between genotypes in female mice. These data
indicate a relative enlargement of multiple organs and tissues in HFD-
fed Ts65Dn mice.

3.8. Selective expression of trisomic genes in the adipose tissue,
liver, and skeletal muscle of Ts65Dn mice
Having established the impact of segmental trisomy on metabolic and
physiological function at the tissue and organismal level, we next
addressed the impact of gene triplications on the transcriptomes of
adipose tissue, liver, and skeletal muscle. First, we performed RNA
sequencing to determine which Mmu16 genes triplicated in Ts65Dn
are expressed and at what level in peripheral tissues. The entire Hsa21
maps to three conserved segments on mouse chromosomes Mmu16
(22.5 Mb, 119 genes), Mmu10 (2.1 Mb, 39 genes), and Mmu17
(1.1 Mb, 19 genes), with the bulk of it on Mmu16 (Figure 7A). Ts65Dn
mice are trisomic for w104 orthologous genes [76].
RNA sequencing revealed that 86% (77 out of 89) of the trisomic genes
(excluding the Krtap gene cluster) in Ts65Dn were expressed in the
liver, skeletal muscle, and visceral and subcutaneous white adipose
tissue (Table S2). The expression of 12 genes (Girk1, Cldn17, Cldn8,
Olig2, Kcne2, Kcne1, Clic6, Kcnj6, B3galt5, Dscam, Fam3b, zfp295)
and the Krtap cluster genes (encoding keratin associated proteins of
hair fibers) were not detected by RNA-seq. As expected, a majority of
the trisomic genes had an average expression level increased by about
1.5-fold across tissues due to increased gene dosage (Figure S10 and
Table S2). However, only 45 genes were significantly upregulated
(adjusted p-value <0.05) in at least one tissue (Table S2). Relative to
euploid controls, there were 31 orthologs of Hsa21 genes expressed at
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Figure 5: Dyslipidemia in Ts65Dn mice fed a high-fat diet. A-B) Overnight fasted and refed (2 h) serum triglyceride, cholesterol, non-esterified free fatty acids (NEFA), and b-
hydroxybutyrate (BHB) in male (A) and female (B) Ts65Dn mice. Sample size for male (Eu, n ¼ 24; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 13) and female (Eu, n ¼ 16; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 12) mice. C-D) Pooled
mouse sera from male (C) and female (D) Ts65Dn and euploid mice were fractionated by fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC), and the triglyceride and cholesterol content of
each fraction was quantified. Fractions corresponding to very-low density lipoprotein (VLDL), low-density lipoprotein (LDL), intermediate-density lipoprotein (IDL), and high-density
lipoprotein (HDL) are indicated. E-F) Lipid tolerance tests showing triglyceride disposal in male (E) and female (F) Ts65Dn and euploid mice over time in response to peritoneal
injection of emulsified intralipid. All data are presented as mean � SEM. *P < 0.05 (2-way ANOVA with Sidek post hoc tests).
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Figure 6: Reduced mitochondrial activity in Ts65Dn male mice fed a high-fat diet. A-D) Mitochondrial respiration in the liver (A), gastrocnemius skeletal muscle (B), inguinal
white adipose tissue (iWAT; C), and gonadal white adipose tissue (gWAT; D) of male Ts65Dn (n ¼ 11e13) and euploid (n ¼ 9e10) mice. For each tissue column, the following
panels (from top to bottom) are shown: First and top panel: oxygen consumption rate of mitochondrial complex CI and CIV. Second panel: oxygen consumption rate of mitochondrial
complex CII and CIV. Third panel: Quantification of oxygen consumption rate of mitochondrial complex CI, CII, and CIV. Fourth panel: Quantification of mitochondrial content by
MitoTracker. Fifth and bottom panel: Oxygen consumption rate of mitochondrial complex CI, CII, and CIV after normalization to mitochondrial content. All data are presented as
mean � SEM. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001.
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significantly higher levels by inguinal white adipose tissue (iWAT), 25
by liver, 12 by gonadal white adipose tissue (gWAT), and none by
skeletal muscle (Figure 7C). Overlap analysis highlighted tissue-
specific and shared gene expression across the four tissues. Of the
45 orthologous trisomic genes differentially expressed in Ts65Dn mice
relative to euploids controls, 11 were uniquely expressed in the liver,
14 in the iWAT, 2 in the gWAT, and none in the skeletal muscle
(Figure 7D). The liver and iWAT shared expression of 8 genes, whereas
12 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101666 � 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. T
liver and gWAT shared the expression of 1 gene, and gWAT and iWAT
share the expression of 4 genes (Figure 7D). The liver, iWAT, and gWAT
shared the expression of five common genes (Cryzl1, Hlcs, Ifnar1,
Ifnar2, and Usp16). Overall, only a subset (w43%) of the trisomic
genes in Ts65Dn were differentially expressed relative to the euploid
controls in three out of the four peripheral tissues, and none were
differentially expressed in the skeletal muscle. It is known that Ts65Dn
mice also contain 46 extra trisomic genes from Mmu17 [77,78], and
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Figure 7: Selective expression of trisomic genes in the adipose tissue, liver, and skeletal muscle of Ts65Dn mice. A) The orthologous genes on human chromosome 21
(Hsa21) are distributed across three syntenic segments located on mouse chromosomes Mmu10, Mmu16, and Mmu17. Ts65Dn mice are trisomic for w104 genes (from Mrpl39
to Zbtb21) out ofw140 (Lipi to Zbtb21) on Mmu16 that are syntenic to Hsa21. B) Heat map of all trisomic genes in Ts65Dn mice fed a high-fat diet that are differentially expressed
relative to euploid littermate controls by at least one tissue. Green box denotes protein coding gene (PCG) and purple box denotes non-protein coding gene (NPCG). The size of the
box indicates statistical significance in trisomic gene expression between male Ts65Dn mice relative to euploid controls. Full-size box denotes significantly different expression
(P � 0.05), and small box size denotes non-significant expression between genotypes (P > 0.05). The color gradient indicates Log2 fold-change of each gene in Ts65Dn relative to
euploid controls, with upregulated genes in the red and downregulated genes in the blue color spectrum. Tissue sample size for all RNA sequencing (Euploid, n ¼ 6; Ts65Dn,
n ¼ 6). iWAT, inguinal white adipose tissue; gWAT, gonadal white adipose tissue. C) A pie chart indicating the number of trisomic genes significantly (P � 0.05) and differentially
(Log2(FC) � 0.5 or � 0.5) expressed in Ts65Dn mice relative to euploid controls by each tissue. None of the trisomic genes were differentially expressed in the skeletal muscle of
Ts65Dn mice. D) Overlap analysis of trisomic genes significantly and differentially expressed by each tissue with lists of all genes contained in each group.
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some of these genes were also significantly upregulated in adipose
tissue and liver (Table S3). These data indicate that most of the sig-
nificant differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in Ts65Dn are expressed
in a tissue-specific manner, and that dosage compensation may ac-
count for some of the trisomic genes with expression levels close to or
below that of euploid controls [104].

3.9. Adipose tissue inflammation in Ts65Dn male mice fed a high-
fat diet
Since HFD-fed Ts65Dn male mice had lower body weight and adiposity
(Figure 3AeB and Table S1), we performed histological analysis on
two of the major fat depots to determine possible changes in cellularity
and cell size. In visceral white adipose tissue (gWAT), adipose size and
gross histology were not different between genotypes of either sex
(Figure 8AeB). In contrast, adipocyte size was significantly smaller in
subcutaneous white adipose tissue (iWAT) of Ts65Dn male, but not
female, mice relative to euploid controls (Figure 8CeD). Chronic low-
grade inflammation is a notable feature of obesity [105]. Despite lower
body weight, we observed a significant, though modest, increase in
serum IL-6 in Ts65Dn male mice relative to euploid controls
(Figure 8E). Serum levels of other classic pro-inflammatory cytokines
(IL-1b, TNF-a, and MCP-1) were not different between genotypes. At
the tissue level, MCP-1 protein levels trended higher (P ¼ 0.051) in
iWAT, but IL-1b, IL-6, and TNF-a levels in gWAT and iWAT were not
different between genotypes (Figure S11).
The histological and serum cytokine data led us to assess potential
transcriptomic changes in the two major fat depots. Overall, there were
only a very small number (15 upregulated and 1 downregulated) of
differentially expressed genes in the gWAT (Table S4). In striking
contrast, 2.51% (572) of the transcriptome in iWAT was significantly
altered in Ts65Dn mice relative to euploid controls. Of this, 293 protein
coding genes (PCGs) and 137 non-protein coding genes (NPCGs) were
significantly upregulated, and 130 PCGs and 12 NPCGs were signifi-
cantly downregulated, in Ts65Dn mice (Figure 8F and Table S5). Gene
ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
analyses highlighted translational machinery (ribosome and ribosome-
related processes) to be the top pathway altered in iWAT of Ts65Dn
mice (Figure 8G). Of the other relevant pathways that would affect
adipose tissue function, inflammation was notably elevated in the iWAT
of Ts65Dn, as indicated by the upregulated expression of multiple
cytokines, cytokine receptors, and interferon pathway genes
(Figure 8H). Expression of other genes related to lipid metabolism
(synthesis, lipolysis, and oxidation), mitochondrial function, fibrosis,
oxidative and ER stress were largely not different between genotypes
(Figure 8H and Figure S12). These data indicate that chronic high-fat
feeding promotes the expression of inflammatory genes in the sub-
cutaneous adipose tissue of Ts65Dn mice. Unlike the liver and iWAT,
only a total of 16 genes were differentially expressed in the visceral
(gonadal) white adipose tissue (gWAT) (Table S4) and only 1 was
differentially expressed in the skeletal muscle of Ts65Dn mice relative
to euploid controls.

3.10. Hepatic inflammation and fibrosis in Ts65Dn male mice fed a
high-fat diet
Ts65Dn male, but not female, mice fed a high-fat diet had a relative
enlargement of liver when compared to euploid controls (Figure 9A,C).
At the tissue level, quantification of lipid content (% lipid area) and lipid
droplet size in liver tissue sections revealed no significant differences
between genotypes of either sex (Figure 9B,D and Figure S13).
However, we observed significant changes in the liver transcriptome of
Ts65Dn mice. Of the 20,680 genes detected by RNA sequencing in
14 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101666 � 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. T
liver, 336 (1.62%) were differentially expressed between Ts65Dn and
euploid controls (Figure 9E). Of the differentially expressed genes
(DEGs), 155 protein coding genes (PCGs) and 20 non-protein coding
genes (NPCGs) were significantly upregulated, and 125 PCGs and 36
NPCGs were significantly downregulated, in Ts65Dn mice relative to
euploid controls (Figure 9F and Table S6).
GO and KEGG analyses highlighted prominent changes in collagen and
extracellular matrix (ECM) related processes in the liver of Ts65Dn
mice, suggesting elevated signature of fibrosis (Figure 9G). Indeed,
many of the collagen genes (Col1, Col3, Col4, Col5, Col6), and their
regulators (Tgfbr2, Mmp2, Pcolce) were significantly upregulated in
Ts65Dn mouse liver relative to euploid controls (Figure 9H). In addition,
we observed an inflammatory gene signature in Ts65Dn mouse liver,
as indicated by the upregulation of multiple inflammatory cytokines
and their receptors. Hepatic oxidative stress also appeared to be
elevated in Ts65Dn mouse liver, as multiple oxidative stress genes
(Cox4i2, Cox6b2, Cox20-ps, Sod3) were upregulated, with the
concomitant downregulation of multiple antioxidant genes (Gsta1,
Gsta2, Gsta3, Gsta4, Gstm1, Gstm2-ps1, Gstm4, Gsto2) (Figure S14).
In contrast to fibrotic, inflammatory, and oxidative stress genes,
expression of other genes related to lipid metabolism (lipid uptake,
synthesis, lipolysis, oxidation), glucose metabolism (gluconeogenesis),
ER stress, and mitochondrial function were largely not different be-
tween genotypes (Figure S14). Together, these data indicate that
chronic high-fat feeding elevates the expression of genes involved in
inflammation and fibrosis, and to a lesser extent oxidative stress, in the
liver of Ts65Dn mice. Interestingly, and opposite to iWAT and liver, only
a single gene (Rai14) was differentially expressed (upregulated) in the
skeletal muscle of Ts65Dn mice relative to euploids. Thus, RNA
sequencing across four peripheral tissues revealed a tissue-specific
impact of trisomy on the expression of disomic genes. In contrast to
the gene signature data, protein markers of fibrosis (Sirius red staining
of collagen, hydroxyproline content, and collagen type I immuno-
staining), oxidative stress (malondialdehyde level), and liver damage
caused by inflammation (serum ALT level) were not significantly
different between genotypes, despite the values being slightly higher in
Ts65Dn mice (Figure S15).

3.11. Coregulation of pan-tissue differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) are conserved in humans
Finally, we evaluated whether DEGs from RNA-seq were altered
similarly across tissues. Binning genes based on p-value (non-
adjusted) cutoffs demonstrated that of the w3,000 genes altered in
Ts65Dn vs euploid mice, nearly none changed across the 4 tissues
measured (Figure 10A). Most genes, however, showed tissue-selective
patterns of differential expression, primarily in subcutaneous (inguinal)
white adipose tissue (iWAT) and liver (Figure 10A). Given the significant
changes in systemic metabolism and the differential patterns of gene
expressions across tissues observed in Ts65Dn mice, we sought to
elucidate metabolic mechanisms conserved in humans and prioritize
putative central driver genes. To accomplish this, we leveraged pub-
licly available datasets of human cross-tissue RNA-sequencing [96]
where correlated patterns of specific gene sets could be used to inform
metabolic signaling between tissues [106e109]. Analysis of genetic
correlation structure of Ts65Dn DEGs showed clustering patterns
consistent with gene regulation specific to individual tissues
(Figure 10B). This was most notable by unbiased clustering based on
correlation coefficients assigning iWAT and liver genes to discrete
blocks of co-expression (Figure 10B). To identify pathways and genes
specific for iWAT and liver that might affect insulin sensitivity and
glucose homeostasis, all DEGs were ranked by gene centrality
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Figure 8: Adipose tissue inflammation in Ts65Dn male mice fed a high-fat diet. A-B) Representative H&E stained histological sections of visceral (gonadal) white adipose
tissue (gWAT) of male (A) and female (B) Ts65Dn and euploid mice. The quantifications of adipocyte cell size (CSA, cross sectional area) in male (Euploid, n ¼ 14; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 7)
and female (Euploid, n ¼ 10; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 9) mice are indicated by bar graphs. C-D) Representative H&E stained histological sections of subcutaneous (inguinal) white adipose
tissue (gWAT) of male (C) and female (D) Ts65Dn and euploid mice. The quantification of adipocyte CSA in male (Euploid, n ¼ 14; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 8) and female (Euploid, n ¼ 9;
Ts65Dn, n ¼ 9) mice are indicated by bar graphs. E) Serum concentrations of IL-1b, IL-6, TNF-a, and macrophage chemotactic protein 1 (MCP-1) in male (Euploid, n ¼ 22;
Ts65Dn, n ¼ 9) and female (Euploid, n ¼ 13; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 9) mice. F) Volcano plot of the iWAT RNA-seq data. The dotted y-axis line shows the adjusted p-value cut-off for
significance (adj. p-value ¼ 0.05). The two dotted x-axis lines represent a Log2(FC) of �0.5 or 0.5. A total of 572 out of 20,680 genes (2.51% of the iWAT transcriptome) are
differentially expressed in male Ts65Dn mice relative to euploid controls, with 430 genes up-regulated and 142 genes down-regulated. PCG, protein coding genes; NPCG, non-
protein coding genes. The adjacent table shows the top 20 up- and down-regulated genes. G) The top 20 most significant Gene Ontology (GO) and KEGG categories based on
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) seen in the iWAT of Ts65Dn. The stalk color represents the category the title belongs to (KEGG pathway, MF ¼ molecular function,
BP ¼ biological process, CC ¼ cell component). The size of the circle represents how many genes (or counts) are altered in the group. The color of the circle represents the
direction of change, and the magnitude of the gene ratio. A high gene ratio means more genes in that gene family are affected in this group. H) Heat maps of genes associated with
inflammation, fibrosis, and oxidative stress. The size of the box indicates statistical significance in trisomic gene expression between male Ts65Dn mice relative to euploid controls.
Full-size box denotes significantly different expression (Adjusted p-value �0.05), medium size box denotes significantly different expression (non-Adjusted p-value �0.05), and
small box size denotes non-significant expression between genotypes (P value > 0.05). The color gradient indicates Log2(FC) of each gene in Ts65Dn relative to euploid controls,
with up-regulated genes in the red and down-regulated genes in the blue color spectrum. Tissue sample size for iWAT RNA sequencing (Euploid, n ¼ 6; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 6).
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Figure 9: Hepatic inflammation, fibrosis, and oxidative stress in Ts65Dn male mice fed a high-fat diet. A) Liver weight of male mice (% of body weight). B) Representative
H&E stained liver sections of male Ts65Dn and euploid mice. The quantifications of lipid area in male (Euploid, n ¼ 14; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 8) are indicated by the bar graph. C) Liver
weight of female mice (% of body weight). D) Representative H&E stained liver sections of female Ts65Dn and euploid mice. The quantifications of lipid area in female (Euploid,
n ¼ 11; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 8) mice are indicated by the bar graph. E) Volcano plot of the liver RNA-seq data. The dotted y-axis line shows the adjusted p-value cut-off for significance
(adj. p-value ¼ 0.05). The two dotted x-axis lines represent a Log2(FC) of �0.5 or 0.5. A total of 336 out of 20,680 genes (1.62% of the liver transcriptome) are differentially
expressed in male Ts65Dn mice relative to euploid controls, with 175 genes upregulated and 161 genes downregulated. PCG, protein coding genes; NPCG, non-protein coding
genes. F) The table shows the top 20 up- and down-regulated genes. G) The top 20 most significant Gene Ontology (GO) and KEGG categories based on differentially expressed
genes (DEGs) seen in the liver of Ts65Dn. The stalk color represents the category the title belongs to (KEGG pathway, MF ¼ molecular function, BP ¼ biological process, CC ¼ cell
component). The size of the circle represents how many genes (or counts) are altered in the group. The color of the circle represents the direction of change, and the magnitude of
the gene ratio. A high gene ratio means more genes in that gene family are affected in this group. H) Heat maps of genes associated with inflammation and fibrosis. The size of the
box indicates statistical significance in trisomic gene expression between male Ts65Dn mice relative to euploid controls. Full-size box denotes significantly different expression
(adjusted p-value �0.05), medium size box denotes significantly different expression (non-adjusted p-value �0.05), and small box size denotes non-significant expression
between genotypes (p-value >0.05). The color gradient indicates Log2(FC) of each gene in Ts65Dn relative to euploid controls, with upregulated genes in the red and down-
regulated genes in the blue color spectrum. Tissue sample size for liver RNA sequencing (Euploid, n ¼ 6; Ts65Dn, n ¼ 6).
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estimates [97], and this analysis highlighted ribosomal function in
adipose tissue and inflammation in liver as core pathways contributing
to the metabolic phenotypes (Figure 10C). Gene-based centrality and
key driver estimates allowed us to prioritize several candidate endo-
crine signaling proteins as potential mediators of tissue crosstalk
between iWAT and liver (Figure 10D). These included IFNAR2, SER-
PIN1B and ATRN in adipose tissue as top-ranked genes encoding
secreted proteins which showed the strongest levels of significant
correlations across all pan-tissue DEGs (Figure 10D.). For example,
adipose ATRN (encoding attractin protein) was observed to sit centrally
within a subset of adipose ribosomal genes (GO:0005840), which in
16 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101666 � 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. T
turn, were strongly enriched with liver genes annotated to be involved
in interferon responses (GO:0034,340). Collectively, these analyses
indicate that metabolic pathways perturbed in the Ts65Dn mice show
genetic conservation to human populations, where adipose-to-liver
crosstalk may contribute to the underlying metabolic effects.

4. DISCUSSION

One major aspect of DS research that is understudied and largely
overlooked concerns the impact of aneuploidy on metabolic pro-
cesses occurring in peripheral tissues. Our systematic analyses
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Figure 10: Integration of mouse differentially expressed genes (DEGs) with human genetic correlation structure. A) Venn diagram showing number of differentially
expressed (logistic regression p-value <0.01) genes per tissue analyzed. B) Heatmap showing co-correlation structure of all human orthologues from the Genotype-Tissue
Expression (GTEx) encoding mouse DEGs. Filled color indicates biweight midcorrelation (bicor) coefficient and row color along y-axis indicates tissue of origin for each gene.
Rows and columns of genes are clustered hierarchically to order by similarities (mclust). C) All genes among 4 tissues indicated were correlated with DEGs and ranked by
significance (mean q-value of regression), the top 500 genes were then assayed for pathway enrichments using overrepresentation analyses in Gene Ontology (Biological
Processes), KEGG and Reactome. The 4 strongest pathways enriched are shown for either subcutaneous (inguinal) white adipose tissue (top) or liver (bottom). D) Key driver analysis
showing top 20 genes encoding secreted proteins ranked by -log10 (p-value of regression coefficient) across all DEG orthologues in GTEx. E) Undirected network showing gene
correlation structure of adipose tissue ribosomal and liver interferon-responsive pathway genes, where a key driver (Attractin, ATRN) is shown as a central component. Logistic
regression p-values calculated using DESeq2, n ¼ 6 mice per group. Bicor and associated p-values calculated using WGCNA package and q-values using q-value package.
GTEx ¼ 310 individuals.
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here show that the triplication of a large fraction (w44%) of Hsa21
orthologous genes in the segmental trisomic mouse model, Ts65Dn,
perturbs systemic glucose and lipid metabolism in a sex- and diet-
dependent manner. Under the basal state when mice were fed a
standard chow, Ts65Dn male and female mice showed largely
similar phenotypes, except for Ts65Dn male mice having higher
food intake relative to euploid controls. Despite no differences in
body weight, chow-fed male and female Ts65Dn mice had higher
physical activity level and energy expenditure relative to their
euploid littermates. Interestingly, elevated physical activity level and
energy expenditure in Ts65Dn mice did not contribute to a healthier
metabolic profile as would be expected. To the contrary, chow-fed
Ts65Dn mice of either sex showed a modest, but significant,
impairment in glucose tolerance, a finding consistent with a recent
study [110]. While the overall impact of aneuploidy on systemic
metabolism in the basal state is relatively mild, it is worth noting
that all the chow-fed data were collected from Ts65Dn mice that
are relatively young (between 2 and 4 months old). Metabolic ho-
meostasis is known to decline with age [111]. Whether the
impairment in glucose metabolism would become progressively
worse as chow-fed Ts65Dn mice get older (e.g., 1 or 1.5 years of
age) remains to be determined.
The hyperactivity we observed at baseline was noted in previous
studies of Ts65Dn mice [6,53,81,112e114], and this feature of hy-
peractivity accompanied by attentional deficit is documented in chil-
dren with DS [115,116]. The increase in energy expenditure seen in
chow-fed Ts65Dn mice of either sex has also been recently reported
for chow-fed male Ts65Dn mice [47] and Dp1Tyb mice (a DS mouse
model containing a segmental duplication of Mmu16) [50]. Elevated
physical activity level likely contributes, at least in part, to the increase
in energy expenditure seen in Ts65Dn mice. However, whether similar
changes in energy expenditure are observed in individuals with DS
remains equivocal. Resting energy expenditure appears to be lower in
children with DS [37], and in adults with DS, resting metabolic rate is
either lower [41], unchanged [39], or higher (when normalized to lean
mass) [39]. Because metabolic rate and energy expenditure are
associated with general physical activity level, and individuals with DS
tend to be more sedentary [117], the conflicting reports on energy
expenditure may be related to differences in physical activity level of
the cohorts being studied.
The interactions of genes, genetic sex, and environments have a major
influence on phenotypes, and diet is an important environmental factor
that dictates metabolic outcomes. The negative impact of aneuploidy
becomes much more apparent and accentuated in Ts65Dn male mice
when obesity is induced by a high-fat diet. There was a clear sexually
dimorphic response to high-fat feeding in Ts65Dn mice. Female
Ts65Dn mice fed an HFD had relatively mild phenotypes; these include
a modest increase in fasting blood glucose level, a significantly higher
serum triglyceride level in the refed state following a fast, and also
higher TG level in the VLDL particle fraction. In contrast to females,
male Ts65Dn mice had a much more pronounced deterioration in
metabolic homeostasis in response to high-fat feeding. Male Ts65Dn
mice on HFD exhibited fasting and refeeding hyperglycemia, glucose
and pyruvate intolerance, insulin resistance, and higher TG level in the
VLDL particle fractions. These metabolic phenotypesdinsulin resis-
tance and higher circulating TGdhave been previously documented in
children and/or adults with DS [19,25,118,119]. Given the complex
interplay of multiple factors governing metabolic homeostasis, and the
difficulty of establishing causal effects due to various confounding
factors in human DS studies, our controlled mouse studies thus pro-
vide experimental support for a direct contributive role of aneuploidy in
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dysregulating some, but not all, aspects of systemic metabolism seen
in individuals with DSs.
Given that sex is an important biological variable affecting metabolic
outcomes [120], with female sex hormones generally having a pro-
tective role [121], it is not surprising that female Ts65Dn mice exhibit a
much better metabolic profile than male Ts65Dn mice relative to
euploid controls. It appears that only a few studies of Ts65Dn mice
have included females in their phenotypic analysis [68,122e124].
With regard to the DS population, information is often lacking on
whether sex affects severity, penetrance, and expressivity of various
DS phenotypes. Thus, the inclusion of females in our metabolic studies
are valuable in informing future studies in individuals with DS.
The insulin resistance phenotype we observed in HFD-fed Ts65Dn
male mice is due to impaired insulin action and not the result of
reduced insulin production and secretion. Insulin secretion dynamics in
response to physiological fasting and refeeding were not different
between genotypes. Quantification of pancreatic insulin content also
revealed no significant difference between Ts65Dn and euploid mice.
In a recent study, Peiris et al. have suggested that one of the Hsa21
genes (Regulator of calcineurin 1, RCAN1, formerly known as DSCR1)
links hyperglycemia to functional changes in pancreatic b-cells in type
2 diabetes [110]. The authors showed that RCAN1 overexpression
reduces in vivo glucose-stimulated insulin secretion and impairs
mitochondrial function in b-cells [110]. These results were obtained
outside of the context of trisomy (i.e., not in trisomic cells or tissues)
and the level of RCAN1 overexpression (w2.5-fold higher) is signifi-
cantly higher than the 50% increase seen for most of the trisomic
genes due to dosage imbalance. While Rcan1 clearly plays an
important role in b-cells, as seen in overexpression mouse and cell
models [110,125,126], its contribution to the metabolic phenotypes
seen in the context of trisomy should be interpreted with caution. We
concur with the authors that the DS screening approach used serves as
a valuable tool to help narrow down and identify genes relevant for b-
cell dysfunction in type 2 diabetes [110]. Likewise, transgenic over-
expression of Rcan1 has also been shown to enhance hepatic glucose
production and impairs glucose homeostasis in chow-fed mice [127].
Overexpression of a single Hsa21 gene ortholog provides valuable
insights into its potential function. However, the contribution to phe-
notypes of a modest (w50%) increase in a large number of trisomic
genes due to dosage imbalance and their complex interactions and
epistasis often results in unexpected outcomes [6,55,61,128]. This
highlights the importance of dissecting Hsa21 gene(s) functions in the
context of trisomy and the appropriate disomic control.
The higher prevalence of obesity is well documented in adults with DS
[22]. It is also known that elderly adults with DS experience significant
weight loss, due to changes in food intake behaviors (e.g., loss of
appetite, difficulty in feeding), and weight loss is markedly more
pronounced in individuals with DS who have dementia [129]. Food
intake and energy expenditure are two of the major components that
fine tune body weight, and these are regulated by central and pe-
ripheral mechanisms [130,131]. Increased body mass index (BMI) and
adiposity in adults with DS likely reflects a combination of genee
environment interactions, diet, and the extent of sedentariness.
Interestingly, chronic high-fat feeding did not result in exacerbated
weight gain in Ts65Dn mice. Instead, we observed a divergence in
body weight between male Ts65Dn and euploid mice, beginning at 14
weeks on HFD, due to an unexpected decrease in body weight. This
reduction in body weight is not due to reduced caloric intake, as food
intake was not different between genotypes, thus ruling out unex-
plained sickness that suppresses appetite. Rather, Ts65Dn male mice
on HFD maintained a significantly higher physical activity level and
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energy expenditure relative to euploid controls. These parameters
were measured at 12 weeks on HFD, prior to body weight divergence
between male Ts65Dn and euploid mice. Thus, differences in physical
activity level and energy expenditure could account, at least in part, for
the eventual divergence in body weight between male Ts65Dn and
euploid controls. To our knowledge, there is only one other study re-
ported to date where Ts65Dn mice were subjected to an HFD, and
none in other DS mouse models. Intriguingly, Fructuoso et al. observed
an increase in food intake, energy expenditure, adiposity, and body
weight in Ts65Dn male mice fed an HFD for 8 weeks [47]. The
magnitude of body weight difference between Ts65Dn and euploid
male mice is very small (w0.15 g), and the difference in adiposity
between the two groups is less than 0.05% [47]. The physiological
significance of this small change is uncertain; moreover, these results
are based on limited sample size (5e6 mice per genotype) and
therefore likely underpowered.
Mitochondrial dysfunction has been postulated to be one of the un-
derlying causes for some of the DS phenotypes, including cognitive
deficits [26e36]. All these prior studies are based on in vitro cultured
cells derived mostly from DS fetal fibroblasts and iPSCs. Our present
study provides the first evidence documenting changes in mitochon-
drial content and function in trisomic tissues derived from Ts65Dn
mice. We confirmed that mitochondrial activity is indeed reduced in
subcutaneous (inguinal) white adipose tissue (iWAT), visceral (gonadal)
white adipose tissue (gWAT), and liver, but not skeletal muscle. The
causes for reduced mitochondrial respiration in iWAT, gWAT, and liver
appear to be different. The absolute, but not relative (when normalized
to mitochondrial content), mitochondrial activity at complex IV was
reduced in the iWAT and gWAT of Ts65Dn mice. In the liver of Ts65Dn
mice, mitochondrial content is significantly increased relative to
euploid controls; thus, the oxygen consumption rate at complex II and
IV per unit of liver mitochondria is significantly reduced. Increased
mitochondrial content in Ts65Dn mouse liver presumably reflects
compensatory response to a decrease in mitochondrial activity or ef-
ficiency; such a compensatory response, however, is also seen in iWAT
of Ts65Dn mice. RNA sequencing of liver, iWAT, and gWAT tran-
scriptomes did not reveal any significant changes in genes related to
mitochondrial OXPHOS and function. Thus, a posttranscriptional
mechanism is likely responsible for the changes in mitochondrial
content and activity in iWAT, gWAT and liver of Ts65Dn mice. In
support of this, a systematic proteome profiling of DS fibroblasts
showed significant downregulation of the mitochondrial proteo-
medmany are constituents of the OXPHOS complexes I to IVdwithout
the concomitant downregulation of corresponding genes [132]. Our
data, along with published studies on cultured cells [26e36], support a
functional deficit in mitochondria as one of the potential contributive
factors affecting DS phenotypes.
Chronic low-grade inflammation, oxidative stress, and fibrosis in
adipose tissue are mechanistically linked to impaired adipocyte
function in obesity [105,133,134]. The inflammatory milieu within fat
depots caused by the infiltrating immune cells (e.g., macrophages),
and the inflammatory cytokines they secrete, disrupts the normal fat
storage and endocrine function of adipocytes [135]. Because adi-
pocytes secrete large numbers of adipokines with local and systemic
effects, altered secretion of adipokines in obesity adversely affects
inter-organ communications and whole-body metabolic homeostasis
[136,137]. In Ts65Dn male mice, we observed a clear gene
signature of inflammation within the subcutaneous fat depot, with
signatures of fibrosis and oxidative stress also present, but to a
much lesser degree. These changes likely contribute to impaired
insulin sensitivity and glucose tolerance seen in Ts65Dn mice, as
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adipose tissue and skeletal muscle are the two major organs that
take up glucose in response to insulin.
Among the macrophage subtypes infiltrated into the subcutaneous fat
depot, we observed a significant enrichment of marker genes (e.g.,
Il1b, Ccl3, Ccl4, Ccr2) for pro-inflammatory M1-type macrophages
[138e140]. It has been documented that Individuals with DSs have
elevated plasma levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as MCP-1,
IL-22, IL-6, and TNF-a [141], indicative of systemic low-grade
inflammation. Interestingly, four of the interferon receptor subunit
genes (Ifnar1, Ifnar2, Ifngr2, Il10rb) are among the pro-inflammatory
genes upregulated in iWAT. Three of the genes (IFNAR1, IFNAR2,
IFNGR2) are encoded on chromosome 21, and the corresponding
mouse genes are trisomic in Ts65Dn mice. Recent studies have
revealed a hyperactive interferon response in DS-derived fibroblasts,
lymphoblastoid cell lines, and circulating monocytes and T-cells, and
these are thought to be due to triplicated interferon receptor subunit
genes in trisomy 21 [142e144]. Presumably, the elevated transcript
levels of IFN receptor subunit genes in iWAT of Ts65Dn mice are
induced by the infiltrating myeloid cells frequently seen in obesity
[145,146]. Increased expression of IFN receptor subunit genes appears
to be fat depot specific, as this is only seen in subcutaneous, but not
the visceral, fat depot. Interestingly, increased expression of IFN re-
ceptor subunit genes in monocytes and T-cells derived from individuals
with DS is associated with a global downregulation of ribosomal
protein genes of the translational machinery [143]. In our pathway
analysis, ribosome biogenesis, assembly, and function are the top
pathways being altered in iWAT of Ts65Dn mice, suggesting that a
heightened interferon response within the fat depot may potentially
contribute to this effect. Whether obesity promotes a hyperactive
interferon response in the adipose tissue of individuals with DS and
mouse models remains to be determined. Nevertheless, outside of the
context of trisomy, interferon signaling axis promoted by immune-
adipose crosstalk in obesity apparently have both positive [147,148]
and negative [149e151] impacts on systemic metabolism. Thus, the
biological consequence of triplicated IFN receptor subunit genes is
likely to be tissue-specific and context-dependent.
Liver plays a critical role in whole-body glucose and lipid metabolism,
and increased inflammation and fibrosis compromises liver function
[152e154]. In Ts65Dn mice, we observed clear inflammatory and
fibrotic gene signatures, as indicated by the marked increase in
expression of many pro-inflammatory and extracellular matrix-related
genes. Despite the robust gene signatures, protein markers of fibrosis,
inflammation, and oxidative stress were only marginally higher in
Ts65Dn mice. Therefore, future studies are needed to uncover the
underlying mechanism that contributes to diminished insulin action in
liver with concomitant increase in hepatic glucose output, and elevated
fasting blood glucose levels seen in Ts65Dn male mice. As with the
iWAT, we also observed a significant increase in the expression of
interferon receptor subunit genes (Ifnar1, Ifnar2, Ifngr1, Ifngr2) in
Ts65Dn mouse liver. A heightened interferon response could poten-
tially contribute to impaired liver metabolic function and the fibrotic
gene signature we observed in Ts65Dn mouse liver. While this remains
to be confirmed, recent studies have shown that interferon treatment
promotes liver fibrosis in rat [155] and its deficiency attenuates hepatic
inflammation, fibrosis, and insulin resistance in mice lacking interferon
or its receptor [156,157]. Although the prevalence of non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is significantly higher in people with DS
[17], it is not known what percentage of those with NAFLD develop
non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) characterized by liver steatosis,
inflammation, and fibrosis. Future studies are warranted to assess
whether Ts65Dn mice or other DS mouse models develop a more
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severe liver pathology with an accelerated time course when given a
NASH-provoking diet.
The integrative and dynamic control of systemic metabolism involves
inter-organ communication [158]. Our analysis showed that both tis-
sue autonomous and non-autonomous mechanisms contribute to the
metabolic phenotypes of Ts65Dn mice. The genetic correlation
structure of Ts65Dn DEGs showed discrete blocks of co-expression
specific to liver and adipose tissue. Our gene-centrality and key
driver estimate analyses, however, also identified potential endocrine
drivers (e.g., ATRN) that mediate an adipose-to-liver crosstalk, con-
necting the top pathways dysregulated in adipose tissue (ribosome and
translational machinery) and liver (inflammation). Thus, the triplicated
genes and their effects on other disomic genes in peripheral tissues
likely affect whole-body metabolism via a combination of tissue-
specific and cross-tissue mechanisms.
The freely segregating marker chromosome in Ts65Dn mouse arose
from translocation of the Mmu16 telomeric region to the centromeric
region of Mmu17 [51]. Despite being the major workhorse for the DS
research community for the past 25 years, limitations of the Ts65Dn
mouse model have been recognized with the mapping of the trans-
location breakpoint [77,78]. The presence of 46 trisomic protein-
coding genes in the centromeric region of Mmu17 that are unrelated
to Hsa21 may complicate the genotypeephenotype relationship. To
circumvent this major limitation, CRISPR/Cas9-based genome editing
approach has recently been used to remove the 46 genes from the
Mmu17 centromeric region of the marker chromosome [159].
Behavioral and neurocognitive characterization of the refined Ts66Yah
mice (trisomic for only Mmu16 genes) showed the conservation of key
DS features, but with an overall milder phenotype compared to Ts65Dn
mice [159,160]. It should be noted that a modified Ts65Dn strain,
5252, which shows attenuated severity of phenotypes compared to its
original version and to the original Ts65Dn strain, was used to create
Ts66Yah. The studies performed here were carried out in the original
1924 strain of Ts65Dn. While we cannot rule out the potential
contribution of the trisomic genes on Mmu17 to the metabolic phe-
notypes we observed in Ts65Dn, the new Ts66Yah mouse model could
be useful in resolving this issue. However, no single DS mouse model
fully recapitulates the karyotype, genotype, and phenotypes of DS. The
continued generation and availability of improved DS mouse models,
combined with omics tools and technologies, will catalyze further
discoveries of the molecular, biochemical, and physiological un-
derpinnings of DS phenotypes in trisomy 21.
In summary, we have provided the most in-depth and comprehensive
analysis to date of the metabolic phenotypes of Ts65Dn mice across
sex and diet. We show that dosage imbalance arising from the tripli-
cation of genes on the extra marker chromosome contributes to
dysregulated systemic glucose and, to a much lesser degree, lipid
metabolism in Ts65Dn mice, with more pronounced effects seen in
HFD-fed male mice. The complex interactions of trisomic and disomic
genes in major metabolic tissues such as adipose and liver likely
contribute, at least in part, to the metabolic phenotypes of Ts65Dn
mice. These data provide a valuable context to inform future metabolic
studies of individuals with DS and other DS mouse models.
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